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As a collaborative effort between Chrysler and Mitsubishi Motors , Chrysler was responsible for
the Stealth's exterior styling. They resurrected the GTO name, and the car went on to serve as
Mitsubishi's flagship for the remainder of the decade. Despite the cachet of the badge at home,
it was marketed as the Mitsubishi GT and as the Dodge Stealth outside Japan; the company was
concerned that connoisseurs would object to the evocative nameplate from the highly regarded
Ferrari GTO and Pontiac GTO being used on a Japanese vehicle. Each was built on the same
production line at Mitsubishi's plant in Nagoya , Japan. A prototype of the Dodge Viper was
substituted in place of it. The Dodge Stealth featured a signature cross-hair front bumper fascia
and crescent-shaped rear spoiler â€” and did not include active aerodynamics. In the engine
went to a 4 bolt main and a forged crankshaft, some of the early models in still received the cast
crank present in the first years. The base model Stealth was the only model to feature crank
windows, without the sunroof it weighted at pounds or kg. Automatic climate control was
standard on all turbo models. The Stealth turbo weights pounds compared to the pounds of the
VR The non turbo gt with sunroof weights pounds and without the sunroof. Magazines from the
era praised its brutal acceleration and AWD grip. The transmissions in japanese models NA
models had different gear ratios and a different part number. While power output is no higher
than contemporary market models, these have lower discharge temperatures to better handle
the prolonged high speeds possible on the German Autobahn , along with an upgraded
transmission. All were painted Lamborghini yellow and were equipped with a Remus sports
exhaust, OZ Futura rims, a numbered plate signed by Beckenbauer, and a C-net mobile phone
system. Only 30 were made, sold through Facelift models were internally designated Z15A 2WS
and Z16A 4WS and featured a revised front bumper to accommodate projector beam headlights
and small, round projector fog lights. They were unveiled in August in Japan and gradually
made their way to other markets as the earlier cars sold out. Some markets didn't get these
models until , such as the UK. The interior was redesigned with dual air bags, a new audio
system, and revised air conditioning refrigerant. With subsequent price increases, features were
discontinued: the tunable exhaust was phased out after model year, the ECS after model year,
and the active aerodynamics disappeared after This was also when Chrysler ceased sales of the
Dodge Stealth captive import, and for the remainder of its life only Mitsubishi-badged versions
were available. In , Mitsubishi's GT Spyder was available in four color combinations: red with
grey leather interior, black with ivory leather interior, white pearl with grey, and martinique
yellow with ivory leather interior. In the GT Spyder was available in red with tan interior, black
pearl with tan leather, white pearl with tan leather interior, and green pearl with tan leather. SL
Spyders were only available with an automatic transmission while the VR4 Spyder was only
available with a 6-speed manual. Chassis numbers for the MR start with Z15A. This allowed the
MR edition to reach a weight of pounds. The redesign of the second generation GT was well
received, especially the loss of pop up headlights and smoother hood. As the years went on, the
Tuneable Exhaust System was phased out in and the Active Aero was phased out in The new
6-speed was geared well and paired with the extra horsepower and torque allowed the car to
out-accelerate its rivals from a standing start. A notable change was the brake redesign, facelift
models received 2 pot rear calipers and larger front brakes that showed no sign of fading under
heavy use unlike the early models. Braking distances remained similar. These changes made all
models lighter, the vr-4 was now pounds and the sl pounds. The SOHC engine, previously only
available in the base model Stealth, was added to the Mitsubishi range after the Dodge version
was discontinued. Slower sales in the American sports car market led to a planned facelift for
being abandoned in favor of minor cosmetic adjustments, including a new front bumper and
rainbow shaped arched type wing. The gt's featuring the single cam engine had a weight of
pounds, noted that they were not offered with the sunroof and leather seats. In , the car received
another exterior makeover, including a new aggressive front bumper, headlamps, turn signals,
sail panels, and a true inverted airfoil spoiler coined the "Combat Wing" for the VR-4 to
distinguish it from previous models. The non turbo models kept the arched style spoiler. With
sales slowing to a trickle and new side impact regulations looming, production for the Japanese
domestic market finally ceased in The Mitsubishis lacked the "twin turbo" writing on the faux
windows. The Dodges had different bumpers than the turbo cars. Otherwise the non-turbo cars
looked cosmetically like the turbo cars. These cars were front wheel drive and lacked four-wheel
steering and active aero. They came with a 5 speed manual F5M33 or with automatic
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Australian timeline Chinese timeline. Have a Mitsubishi GT base model automatic and I
absolutely love this classic car but I want to know is there a way that I can mod the crap out of
my automatic transmission in my engine and I only say this because I just want to mod the crap
crap out of an automatic car is it possible. Have a Mitsubishi GT base model automatic and I
absolutely love this classic car but I want to know is there a way that I can mod the crap out of
my automatic transmission in my engine an I have a 97 gt base model with the FWD auto. Is
there any way I can throw a manual in it? What parts would I need? I have a different car.
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Shipping. There are many competent sports cars on the market today. They combine blazing
speed with deft handling and luxurious interiors. While they all compete within the same
segment, most have a distinct flavor of their own. Unfortunately for Mitsubishi, the GT is
showing its age these days, and good looks will take you only so far. Available in three trim
levels Base, SL and VR-4 , the GT sports a new style with its redesigned greenhouse and
all-new front and rear styling appointments. Additionally, the VR-4 gets a spiffy rear spoiler,
enhancing its grand touring sports car image. The GT base model's engine produces a measly
horsepower and foot-pounds of torque hardly more than the base Eclipse which doesn't excite
consumers shopping for a vehicle with lively performance. The SL is powered by a twin-cam 3.
With the GT's mass, the SL gets up to 60 mph in a somewhat dawdling 8. Additionally, the SL
comes standard with leather seating, antilock brakes and a power sunroof, all of which conspire
to make the SL quite appealing. The VR-4 offers blistering acceleration, but due to its hefty curb
weight, suffers slight reductions in braking and cornering ability over the more subdued SL.
While most snowbelt enthusiasts preferred the GT VR-4 for its added practicality in the past, the
SL may be all they need and more this year. Where does the GT's model name come from? The
3. The horsepower that the car originally made in ? You may think so. It's actually based on the
next time Mitsubishi will be updating the car: the year 3,! Our deepest sympathies go out to all
the fans of Mitsubishi's full-size performance car, but you'll have to wait another 1, years before
seeing any appreciable changes. All kidding aside, we have a feeling that the GT won't be
around much longer. With an all-new, larger, six-cylinder Eclipse on the horizon, the potential
market for this nine-year-old performance car, even with a redesign, will continue to shrink in
the coming years. Throw in the upcoming Honda S and Audi TT Coupe, both of which will be
cheaper than the Mitsu while offering comparable performance, and the GT isn't just dated, but
downright pre-historic. It's actually a testament to the original GT VR4 design that the car still
exists at all. But none of those other vehicles offered the technical pedigree found on the
original GT VR4. In , features like all-wheel drive, all-wheel steering, adjustable suspension and
active aerodynamics put the car far ahead of anything available in its price range. The Dodge
Stealth, which was a mechanical twin to the GT produced from to , was featured in an early
advertisement showing how the car outperformed a ZX, Corvette and Porsche. Boy, have things
changed. Unfortunately, the basic design of the GT isn't one of them. Topping the list of gripes
since the car's inception was a lack of headroom for anyone over 5'10" tall. This situation still
exists and, if anything, was worse on our test car than on previous models we've driven, though
the power sunroof probably contributed to the problem. Since the sunroof tilts up about two
inches rather than sliding open completely, we think Mitsubishi should have left it off and
dedicated its time and energy to raising the roofline. The seven-way, power-adjustable driver's
seat offers a wide range of seating positions, but if you like to sit upright for maximum control
during performance maneuvers, the GT will feel claustrophobic. Perhaps the scariest aspect
relating to the car's lack of headroom comes from its stiff suspension. While great for cornering

purposes, the impending "bonk" between head and headliner is disconcerting. We're happy to
report that, during our weeklong test drive, it happened only once, and didn't hurt too much.
What was painful was looking at the car's profile every time we approached it. Mitsubishi has
greatly smoothed the overall shape of the GT since it first appeared nine years ago. Back then,
the side louvers and busy front-end screamed "Testarossa Wannabe! What the HELL is with
that rear spoiler! They finally get the rest of the car right and then they screw it up by sticking a
wing on the back that looks like it was pulled from a '70s Countach possibly the gaudiest car of
all time. For visibility purposes, it's actually better than last year's curved spoiler, which cut
right across the driver's line of sight when looking in the rearview mirror. But, oh, the way it
completely negates the rest of the body's silky shape is a real travesty. Aren't focus groups
supposed to help manufacturers avoid such styling blunders? Maybe Mitsubishi gave them that
week off. We almost broke out the Phillips screwdriver and removed the wing ourselves, just to
see how the car ought to look, but decided we'd just suggest that to potential buyers, instead.
The GT is decidedly not for everyone, but it still offers a combination of performance
capabilities and luxury not matched by anything else currently available. The AWD system, for
instance, keeps it glued to the road during hard launches and around tight corners. Backing up
the AWD system is a four-wheel steering design that turns the rear wheels in the opposite
direction of the front at lower speeds. This makes low-speed maneuvers easier, but doesn't add
much to high-speed handling traits. As with the earlier Honda Preludes, four-wheel steering has
proved more expensive to develop and produce than its real-world benefits can justify. Once the
GT goes away, we don't expect to see this technology again on a regular production vehicle
sold in the U. Additional performance gimmicks, like adjustable suspension, adjustable exhaust
and active aerodynamics, have been pulled from the GT since its introduction nine years ago.
What's left is a capable grand touring car that can snap your head back under acceleration or
cradle you in comfort as long as you aren't too tall. Our testing netted a 5. The GT also scorched
the quarter-mile in 14 seconds flat at mph and stopped from 60 mph in a chest-compressing feet
remember, this car weighs 4, lbs. Whatever may be wrong with the GT VR4, and there is plenty
wrong with it, you can't deny its sheer performance pedigree. And since the VR4 is marketed as
a "Grand Tourer," not a sportscar, its list of standard luxury equipment reads like a grocery list
from "Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous. For insurance purposes, the car is officially listed as a
four-passenger sport coupe, but sticking people in the rear seat of a GT was recently outlawed
under the Eighth Amendment. There's also pathetically little storage space in the rear hatch
area, even for a performance car. It almost sounded like a loose belt, but we don't think
Mitsubishi uses any belts in this region, so it must have been an exhaust leak or rattle, or
perhaps a clutch problem. The GT performed flawlessly otherwise, so we may never know what
was causing this apparently innocuous noise. When all is said and done, the Mitsubishi GT VR4
proves that even the best automotive designs need to be updated eventually. The "performance
car bar" has been raised drastically since and the GT just can't compete. It still offers great
performance, but it is by no means a great performance car. Maybe if you're less than six feet
tall, drive in less than perfect weather conditions on a regular basis, have lots of cash, and don't
mind removing ugly wings and filling the screw holes with body filler, the GT is worth
considering. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car
you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find
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GT is a great overall sports car. It certainly is not the fastest, however it's not a dog either. It
turns heads of even the higher end enthusiasts with its exceptional looks and the fact that
there's not as many around as Mustangs which are a dime a dozen. The SL from what I have
researched is kind of a rarity since they made less than available for purchase. I hope this
model increases in value as time goes along. I am keeping mine in mint condition and putting
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